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Creating a compelling Alexa skill has many unique challenges not seen in other software
development. This book goes beyond the documentation in the Alexa Skills Kit and covers the
special considerations an audio interface presents for design, development and testing.
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How To Program Ebook Library EchoJoseph Jaquinta & Stacy ColellaPublished by
TsaTsaTzuDistributed by KindleCopyright 2015 Joseph Jaquinta & Stacy Colella“I would
compare this book to Joshua Bloc's Effective Java insomuch as neither is designed to be a
tutorial, rather a way to change your way of thinking about the challenge of development. I would
recommend this book to all those starting development with Echo to really understand what the
playing field is like with this kind of device.”  Ian O’Brien, www.ianrobrien.comContentsAbout
This BookExecutive SummaryOverviewDesigningAspects of Audio DesignStory Driven
DesignUsability TestingImproving Discoverability in SkillsDevelopingImplementation Strategy
DecisionsGeneral Program StructureMaintaining Session StateStimulus-Response Design
PatternState Machine Design PatternCreating a Skill with Java and LambdaComposing
ResponsesResponding to Servlet ParametersSynchronizing Your Skill With Your Web
SiteGenerating BAF FilesUsing Lambda as a Pass-Through ServiceTestingTesting Using the
Service SimulatorThe EchoSim ApplicationUnit TestingFunctional and System TestingLive Voice
TestingTesting Lambda FunctionsBusiness DevelopmentThe Echo Vs SmartphoneMonetization
OptionsDeveloping a Use CaseWorking With Alexa’s LimitationsDeveloping
OpportunitiesWorking With Ebook LibraryLast ThoughtsEndnotesAbout The AuthorAbout
TsaTsaTzuEbook Library ResourcesChangelogAbout This BookThe Ebook Library Echo is the
first, mass market home device controlled only through audio interaction. It could be the
foundation of a new ecosystem of software, driven by the Alexa service and the Ebook Library
Voice Service whose backend infrastructure the company has opened up to other
devices.However, audio interfaces are not like traditional graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The
conversational style presented by the Echo is unlike other familiar audio interfaces, like voice
prompt telephone servers. It presents its own unique challenges for software development.This
book was written to help software engineers, from hobbyists to professional teams, make the
best use of the Echo’s functionality so as to plot the quickest path to success. It is not a general
purpose guide to development or project management. It only focuses on the areas where
creating an Alexa skill – the technical terms for an Echo app – is substantially different from
typical software engineering.This book strives to devote equal time to the equally important
principles of Design, Testing and Development. The Echo is a consumer device, and in order to
be successful in a populist world, skills deployed on it need to work well and reliably. As many of
us learned in the mobile field, it is not sufficient to have a very well written application. It has to
be consumable. And Alexa skill development is just different enough that you can easily run
aground if you do not devote equal attention to design and testing, in addition to
development.This book makes frequent reference to a few projects in GitHub.The Echo Proof of
Concepts project () contains many code samples. These cover a number of different skill types.
There are also several utilities included that can help with design and development.The Echo
Sim project () contains a simulator that lets you test Alexa skills without the actual hardware



device. This is very handy in some test scenarios.Disclaimer. This book is neither produced nor
authorized by Ebook Library. The terms Ebook Library, Echo, Alexa and others are trademarked
by Ebook Library and their use here is not endorsed by Ebook Library, nor is it in any way
intended to be an infringement on their ownership of those trademarks.Executive SummaryAs
the title How to Program The Ebook Library Echo suggests, this book will focus on software
development: design, development. The text assumes a general knowledge of programming and
strives to improve the user experience. The Echo is a voice command device that can answer
questions, play music and control smart devices. Programmers write skills (applications) to
perform these and other tasks. When a user speaks, the Echo streams this information up to the
Alexa Voice Service (AVS) for interpretation and processing to invoke the correct skill. Third
parties can develop either skills or devices that rely on AVS.OverviewAs the title How to Program
The Ebook Library Echo suggests, this book will focus on software development: design,
development. The text assumes a general knowledge of the Ebook Library Echo and its
potential. Other reference documents, such as the official Ebook Library Resources documents,
will address the specifics of programming.The Echo is a hardware device; a black cylinder
mostly containing high quality speakers and microphones. It is usually used in a domestic
environment and is controlled mainly by talking with it. You say something to it, it says something
back.Skills are services; extra functionality that can be added to the Echo. When the user talks
with their Echo and uses a key phrase, subsequent commands will be sent to the skill. The skill
then conducts whatever action it wishes, composes a reply for the user and sends it back.Alexa
is the service that binds the skills to the device, like a switchboard. When the user says
something, the Echo streams this information up to Alexa. The service, in turn, works out if this it
to be directed to a skill, invokes that skill, and takes responsibility for passing the information to
and from the skill.These three elements make up the basic of the Ebook Library Echo system.
Third parties can participate in both endpoints. Through using the Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) 3rd
parties can create skills and register them for availability with the Alexa service. By using the
Alexa Voice Service (AVS), third parties can register devices and applications as a new origin
point for user interaction.The scope of this book is about developing skills for use with Alexa,
primarily with The Echo. If you are considering adding another device via the Alexa Voice
Service, or creating skills for other devices, this document can be a useful secondary reference.
We will be addressing development issues that are not unique to the Echo. In addition, this book
will give you insights in how to navigate the Alexa business ecosystem, where agreements are
useful and how to monetize products.DesigningAspects of Audio DesignCreating the best user
experience is one of the driving areas of competition amongst software developers today. Many
teams now have a "UX designer" who specializes in creating the best possible user interface.
However, users interact with the Echo purely by sound. This is not a user interface that people
are very familiar with. Although there are many web sites on the internet discussing the usability
of visual interfaces, there's almost nothing on audio interfaces.In general, many of the principles
of user interface design hold true, but they apply differently. There are no colors, no icons, no



hover help, and not even really any sound. There is only read text. It can only read text to the
user. The fact that the Echo has this limited functionality makes communication design all the
more important. Designers have to carefully workout how they convey information and
capabilities to the user.Here are some key strategies that seem useful so far:Brevity. It is
important to be as brief as possible. Having a sentence read to you takes time. Having a
paragraph read seems – according to user feedback – interminable. Anything and everything
you can do to convey the needed information as succinctly as possible is worth investing in. For
example, many brief interchanges work better than one long dump of information followed by a
long list of options. They are, however, harder to code.Rely on the re-prompt. If the Echo does
not hear a recognizable response within a few seconds, it will prompt the user again. This so-
called re-prompt is sent down to the user at the same time as the original message. This is
extremely useful for offloading information, a sort of “back pocket” information push. For
example, the main response can tell the user core information. If users are familiar with the
application, they can just give the next command. If they aren't, they will probably pause,
considering. That's when the re-prompt kicks in. Designers can include a list of valid next options
as the re-prompt which allows the conversation to flow a bit more naturally.Diminishing detail.
Designers can use patterns to minimize how much detail is needed. Lists are an obvious
application of this principle in which more detail is given about the first element than the later
ones. For example, in the José Fabuloso example, a list of goods for sale is conveyed like this:..
“You can buy 16 tons of Chemicals for 3000 talents, 8 Textiles for 2000, or 4 Machinery for
1000.” The first phrase establishes the context, and the other phrases eliminate the extra units to
save time.Grammar. Designers will quickly find that spoken grammar profoundly affects user
experience. For example, incorrectly using the word “is” instead of the word “are” can be jarring.
Users seem less forgiving of audio slipups than written errors. Again, being a strict grammarian
can make programming tedious, but this discipline is necessary for smoothly flowing
interactions. A successful skill is going to be the easiest ones to use naturally. Use ordinals (first,
second, third) and cardinals (one, two, three) in the right places and plurals and singulars
appropriately.Abbreviations. As often as not, abbreviations are not shorter when spoken. N/S is
more confusing when heard as “en slash ess” rather than “north or south”. If you are merely
surfacing written text, you need to pay attention to how information parses. It might be worth
writing a good filter or dictionary to automatically translate abbreviations for audio-friendly
phrases.Story Driven DesignSince the main interaction with an Echo comes in the form of a
dialog – a “conversation” between the user and the device – it is natural to consider basic
design from a story perspective. A project using the Agile methodology might use User Stories,
or one using a more traditional one might use Use Cases. In either case, an interaction with the
skill is captured in the form of a dialog.You don't need to be technical to compose User Stories.
In fact, there is an advantage in not thinking about how easy or difficult it would be to implement
the functionality when composing a User Story. A usability designer or product manager can
think about what the “perfect interaction” would be with your skill. This dialog is written down and



added to the database of stories.It's important to have many stories covering the same
functionality. Unlike a visual GUI, where you have one button that someone can press, audio
functionality may be invoked in several ways from many contexts. Having a good grasp of these
alternate routes early in the design process will clarify the skill’s design needs. It will also reduce
the time and cost of eventual implementation.Here, for example, is a story from the design of the
José Fabuloso space-trading game sample:User: What's on dock today?Echo: There's six tons
of Chemicals for 6127 talents, seven tons of Machinery for 9904 talents, and six other lots.User:
<pause>Echo: Do you want to hear the other lots?User: No.Echo: Is there something specific
you're looking for?User: What's the best place to sell chemicals?Echo: Whitham has an
economy that mostly focuses on raw materials. The median price for Chemicals in Whitham is
1500 talents per ton.User: What about Machinery?Echo: Boston has an economy that mostly
focuses on agriculture. The median price for Machinery in Boston is 1200 talents per ton.User:
Are there any specials?Echo: There are eight tons of stone for 5126 talents. The median price
for Stone in Glastonbury is 6000 talents. So that's a pretty good deal.User: What's the best place
to sell stone?Echo: Boston has an economy that mostly focuses on agriculture. The median
price for Stone in Boston is 750 talents per ton.User: How much money do I have?Echo: You
have 12007 talents.User: Buy stone.Echo: You have bought eight tons of Stone. You have 30
tons of space left in your hold.This design example is meant to show a “perfect interaction,” a
reference standard for the development and implementation of the skill. You will want to keep
such goals in mind as you implement even if you fall short for a specific release. In particular, if
you compare this design example to what was actually implemented in the current release, you
will find significant differences. The important part is to keep the “perfect interaction” in mind as
you work towards future releases.The design example includes quite a few complicated
interactions. We will define a process that allows you to breakdown these interactions into
intents and utterances. For our purposes, an intent is a function defined for your skill. It is the
“what” and “how” performed by the skill. Intents are called by utterances. An utterance maps a
set of spoken words to an intent. Alexa service uses utterances to work out which intent to
invoke.To breakdown your skill’s interactions and utterances, your first step is to tabulate every
user input as an intent. As you tabulate, you will find that elements of the phrase that are
contextual can be separated out. For example, you might breakdown a dialog into the following
dialog elements, which in this case are queries or commands:What's on dock today?No.What's
the best place to sell [chemicals]?What about [machinery]?Are there any specials?What's the
best place to sell [stone]?How much money do I have?Buy [stone].In the next pass, you will
combine separate dialog elements that differ only by their contextual phrases. In the above
example that might result in:What's the best place to sell [chemicals|stone]?After that, you will
group together the dialog elements that are semantically the same (and have the same
contextual phrases) but use different wording. In this example “What's the best place to sell...”
and “What about...” are essentially the same thing.At the end of this process, you should have
reduced your list of dialog elements to the essential intents that are needed to implement a skill



with the specified features. The contextual phrases (aka utterances) become the slots for those
intents.You can generate an utterance file by going back through the stories and entering an
utterance for each unique line. Where you have a few different ways of invoking an intent, and a
few different values for slots, you might consider using a BAF file generator. (This process is
discussed in more detail in the Development section.) You can find a BAF file generator in the
sample section.Also discussed in the Development section, a skill often either consists of
independent commands (stimulus-response design pattern) or else more complex dialog (state
machine design pattern). For the former, you will only need the list of intents. For the latter, you
will need more information to handle the context dependent dialogue.The next step of the
breakdown process is to pass through the stories again. You will look for selections of phrases
where context is established for later use. You are working to identify a set of groups, defined as
the point where context is established to where the context is last used. This is the period that
the given context needs to be maintained for. You will be aiming to table all such groups. In the
above example these phrases form a group:User: What's on dock today?Echo: There's six tons
of Chemicals for 6127 talents, seven tons of Machinery for 9904 talents, and six other lots.User:
<pause>Echo: Do you want to hear the rest of the lots?User: No.When the user invokes the
request for what is on dock, we establish that we have a list of things on the dock. This needs
tracked because when the user says “no” we need to know what they are saying “no” in
response to. There may be many instances in the skill where the user might reply “no.” These
situations have to be handled individually. In this case when the user says “no,” we've finished
that interaction. We do not necessarily need to know they are in that conversational context.Now
that you have a sense of the totality of conversational contexts, you can further analyze these
contexts for the purpose of reduction. Selections of phrases that start with the same intent are
likely to have the same logic associated with them. Not all groups may progress the same way.
But it is important to capture each of these different progresses and to record what criteria go
into deciding which way to progress them.This breakdown process gives a systematic way to
taking a collection of “perfect interactions” and reducing them down to a set of implementable
features.Usability TestingUsability testing is vital to creating well-working skills. Currently the
Alexa service does not give any information about failed user attempts to invoke the system. So
merely tracking how the skill was used will not tell you all the things users are trying that are not
working.A common practice for assessing usability is to invite a user to try out the application
and observe what happens when they do. Being able to identify what frustrates users or where
they pause can inform developmental course corrections as well as future design. Such user
testing can compensate for developers’ inherent usability blindspots. After all, developers will
have learned to interact with the skill in the pre-determined way. They understand the skill, have
normalized their interactions to what the skill can handle and will not default to unnatural
methods of invocation.Another challenge to usability testing is the relative newness of the vocal
interface. Natural language is difficult to process. Small variances can end up being
unrecognizable. This limitation is especially frustrating for users. As a designer you are only



going to be able to prepare for a limited subset of all available utterances. You really need to
observe user failures to develop your skill to the fullest. And the only way to do that is by
watching them.Fortunately, with a voice app, all you need is a recording. There is no screen,
mouse, keyboard or other variety of input. You can just ask any beta testers you have to hit
“record” on their PC, work with your application, and then submit it later. It is particularly suited to
remote use.Improving Discoverability in SkillsBecause of the cumbersomeness and linearity of a
pure voice interface, designers need to keep interactions as terse and as to the point as
possible. You have to focus on the information being conveyed. Overly chatty responses are
going to turn off users - who will sit there, tapping their fingers waiting for the message to finish
so they can get on with their next request. Yet, being terse and to the point leaves little
opportunity to inform and educate the user in how to use the skill.How To Program Ebook
Library EchoJoseph Jaquinta & Stacy ColellaPublished by TsaTsaTzuDistributed by
KindleCopyright 2015 Joseph Jaquinta & Stacy Colella“I would compare this book to Joshua
Bloc's Effective Java insomuch as neither is designed to be a tutorial, rather a way to change
your way of thinking about the challenge of development. I would recommend this book to all
those starting development with Echo to really understand what the playing field is like with this
kind of device.”  Ian O’Brien, www.ianrobrien.comHow To Program Ebook Library EchoJoseph
Jaquinta & Stacy ColellaPublished by TsaTsaTzuDistributed by KindleCopyright 2015 Joseph
Jaquinta & Stacy Colella“I would compare this book to Joshua Bloc's Effective Java insomuch
as neither is designed to be a tutorial, rather a way to change your way of thinking about the
challenge of development. I would recommend this book to all those starting development with
Echo to really understand what the playing field is like with this kind of device.”  Ian O’Brien,
www.ianrobrien.comContentsAbout This BookExecutive SummaryOverviewDesigningAspects
of Audio DesignStory Driven DesignUsability TestingImproving Discoverability in
SkillsDevelopingImplementation Strategy DecisionsGeneral Program StructureMaintaining
Session StateStimulus-Response Design PatternState Machine Design PatternCreating a Skill
with Java and LambdaComposing ResponsesResponding to Servlet ParametersSynchronizing
Your Skill With Your Web SiteGenerating BAF FilesUsing Lambda as a Pass-Through
ServiceTestingTesting Using the Service SimulatorThe EchoSim ApplicationUnit
TestingFunctional and System TestingLive Voice TestingTesting Lambda FunctionsBusiness
DevelopmentThe Echo Vs SmartphoneMonetization OptionsDeveloping a Use CaseWorking
With Alexa’s LimitationsDeveloping OpportunitiesWorking With Ebook LibraryLast
ThoughtsEndnotesAbout The AuthorAbout TsaTsaTzuEbook Library
ResourcesChangelogContentsAbout This BookExecutive SummaryOverviewDesigningAspects
of Audio DesignStory Driven DesignUsability TestingImproving Discoverability in
SkillsDevelopingImplementation Strategy DecisionsGeneral Program StructureMaintaining
Session StateStimulus-Response Design PatternState Machine Design PatternCreating a Skill
with Java and LambdaComposing ResponsesResponding to Servlet ParametersSynchronizing
Your Skill With Your Web SiteGenerating BAF FilesUsing Lambda as a Pass-Through



ServiceTestingTesting Using the Service SimulatorThe EchoSim ApplicationUnit
TestingFunctional and System TestingLive Voice TestingTesting Lambda FunctionsBusiness
DevelopmentThe Echo Vs SmartphoneMonetization OptionsDeveloping a Use CaseWorking
With Alexa’s LimitationsDeveloping OpportunitiesWorking With Ebook LibraryLast
ThoughtsEndnotesAbout The AuthorAbout TsaTsaTzuEbook Library
ResourcesChangelogAbout This BookThe Ebook Library Echo is the first, mass market home
device controlled only through audio interaction. It could be the foundation of a new ecosystem
of software, driven by the Alexa service and the Ebook Library Voice Service whose backend
infrastructure the company has opened up to other devices.However, audio interfaces are not
like traditional graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The conversational style presented by the Echo
is unlike other familiar audio interfaces, like voice prompt telephone servers. It presents its own
unique challenges for software development.This book was written to help software engineers,
from hobbyists to professional teams, make the best use of the Echo’s functionality so as to plot
the quickest path to success. It is not a general purpose guide to development or project
management. It only focuses on the areas where creating an Alexa skill – the technical terms for
an Echo app – is substantially different from typical software engineering.This book strives to
devote equal time to the equally important principles of Design, Testing and Development. The
Echo is a consumer device, and in order to be successful in a populist world, skills deployed on
it need to work well and reliably. As many of us learned in the mobile field, it is not sufficient to
have a very well written application. It has to be consumable. And Alexa skill development is just
different enough that you can easily run aground if you do not devote equal attention to design
and testing, in addition to development.This book makes frequent reference to a few projects in
GitHub.The Echo Proof of Concepts project () contains many code samples. These cover a
number of different skill types. There are also several utilities included that can help with design
and development.The Echo Sim project () contains a simulator that lets you test Alexa skills
without the actual hardware device. This is very handy in some test scenarios.Disclaimer. This
book is neither produced nor authorized by Ebook Library. The terms Ebook Library, Echo, Alexa
and others are trademarked by Ebook Library and their use here is not endorsed by Ebook
Library, nor is it in any way intended to be an infringement on their ownership of those
trademarks.About This BookThe Ebook Library Echo is the first, mass market home device
controlled only through audio interaction. It could be the foundation of a new ecosystem of
software, driven by the Alexa service and the Ebook Library Voice Service whose backend
infrastructure the company has opened up to other devices.However, audio interfaces are not
like traditional graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The conversational style presented by the Echo
is unlike other familiar audio interfaces, like voice prompt telephone servers. It presents its own
unique challenges for software development.This book was written to help software engineers,
from hobbyists to professional teams, make the best use of the Echo’s functionality so as to plot
the quickest path to success. It is not a general purpose guide to development or project
management. It only focuses on the areas where creating an Alexa skill – the technical terms for



an Echo app – is substantially different from typical software engineering.This book strives to
devote equal time to the equally important principles of Design, Testing and Development. The
Echo is a consumer device, and in order to be successful in a populist world, skills deployed on
it need to work well and reliably. As many of us learned in the mobile field, it is not sufficient to
have a very well written application. It has to be consumable. And Alexa skill development is just
different enough that you can easily run aground if you do not devote equal attention to design
and testing, in addition to development.This book makes frequent reference to a few projects in
GitHub.The Echo Proof of Concepts project () contains many code samples. These cover a
number of different skill types. There are also several utilities included that can help with design
and development.The Echo Sim project () contains a simulator that lets you test Alexa skills
without the actual hardware device. This is very handy in some test scenarios.Disclaimer. This
book is neither produced nor authorized by Ebook Library. The terms Ebook Library, Echo, Alexa
and others are trademarked by Ebook Library and their use here is not endorsed by Ebook
Library, nor is it in any way intended to be an infringement on their ownership of those
trademarks.Executive SummaryAs the title How to Program The Ebook Library Echo suggests,
this book will focus on software development: design, development. The text assumes a general
knowledge of programming and strives to improve the user experience. The Echo is a voice
command device that can answer questions, play music and control smart devices.
Programmers write skills (applications) to perform these and other tasks. When a user speaks,
the Echo streams this information up to the Alexa Voice Service (AVS) for interpretation and
processing to invoke the correct skill. Third parties can develop either skills or devices that rely
on AVS.OverviewAs the title How to Program The Ebook Library Echo suggests, this book will
focus on software development: design, development. The text assumes a general knowledge of
the Ebook Library Echo and its potential. Other reference documents, such as the official Ebook
Library Resources documents, will address the specifics of programming.The Echo is a
hardware device; a black cylinder mostly containing high quality speakers and microphones. It is
usually used in a domestic environment and is controlled mainly by talking with it. You say
something to it, it says something back.Skills are services; extra functionality that can be added
to the Echo. When the user talks with their Echo and uses a key phrase, subsequent commands
will be sent to the skill. The skill then conducts whatever action it wishes, composes a reply for
the user and sends it back.Alexa is the service that binds the skills to the device, like a
switchboard. When the user says something, the Echo streams this information up to Alexa. The
service, in turn, works out if this it to be directed to a skill, invokes that skill, and takes
responsibility for passing the information to and from the skill.These three elements make up the
basic of the Ebook Library Echo system. Third parties can participate in both endpoints. Through
using the Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) 3rd parties can create skills and register them for availability with
the Alexa service. By using the Alexa Voice Service (AVS), third parties can register devices and
applications as a new origin point for user interaction.The scope of this book is about developing
skills for use with Alexa, primarily with The Echo. If you are considering adding another device



via the Alexa Voice Service, or creating skills for other devices, this document can be a useful
secondary reference. We will be addressing development issues that are not unique to the Echo.
In addition, this book will give you insights in how to navigate the Alexa business ecosystem,
where agreements are useful and how to monetize products.Executive SummaryAs the title How
to Program The Ebook Library Echo suggests, this book will focus on software development:
design, development. The text assumes a general knowledge of programming and strives to
improve the user experience. The Echo is a voice command device that can answer questions,
play music and control smart devices. Programmers write skills (applications) to perform these
and other tasks. When a user speaks, the Echo streams this information up to the Alexa Voice
Service (AVS) for interpretation and processing to invoke the correct skill. Third parties can
develop either skills or devices that rely on AVS.OverviewAs the title How to Program The Ebook
Library Echo suggests, this book will focus on software development: design, development. The
text assumes a general knowledge of the Ebook Library Echo and its potential. Other reference
documents, such as the official Ebook Library Resources documents, will address the specifics
of programming.The Echo is a hardware device; a black cylinder mostly containing high quality
speakers and microphones. It is usually used in a domestic environment and is controlled mainly
by talking with it. You say something to it, it says something back.Skills are services; extra
functionality that can be added to the Echo. When the user talks with their Echo and uses a key
phrase, subsequent commands will be sent to the skill. The skill then conducts whatever action it
wishes, composes a reply for the user and sends it back.Alexa is the service that binds the skills
to the device, like a switchboard. When the user says something, the Echo streams this
information up to Alexa. The service, in turn, works out if this it to be directed to a skill, invokes
that skill, and takes responsibility for passing the information to and from the skill.These three
elements make up the basic of the Ebook Library Echo system. Third parties can participate in
both endpoints. Through using the Alexa Skills Kit (ASK) 3rd parties can create skills and
register them for availability with the Alexa service. By using the Alexa Voice Service (AVS), third
parties can register devices and applications as a new origin point for user interaction.The
scope of this book is about developing skills for use with Alexa, primarily with The Echo. If you
are considering adding another device via the Alexa Voice Service, or creating skills for other
devices, this document can be a useful secondary reference. We will be addressing
development issues that are not unique to the Echo. In addition, this book will give you insights
in how to navigate the Alexa business ecosystem, where agreements are useful and how to
monetize products.DesigningAspects of Audio DesignCreating the best user experience is one
of the driving areas of competition amongst software developers today. Many teams now have a
"UX designer" who specializes in creating the best possible user interface. However, users
interact with the Echo purely by sound. This is not a user interface that people are very familiar
with. Although there are many web sites on the internet discussing the usability of visual
interfaces, there's almost nothing on audio interfaces.In general, many of the principles of user
interface design hold true, but they apply differently. There are no colors, no icons, no hover



help, and not even really any sound. There is only read text. It can only read text to the user. The
fact that the Echo has this limited functionality makes communication design all the more
important. Designers have to carefully workout how they convey information and capabilities to
the user.Here are some key strategies that seem useful so far:Brevity. It is important to be as
brief as possible. Having a sentence read to you takes time. Having a paragraph read seems –
according to user feedback – interminable. Anything and everything you can do to convey the
needed information as succinctly as possible is worth investing in. For example, many brief
interchanges work better than one long dump of information followed by a long list of options.
They are, however, harder to code.Rely on the re-prompt. If the Echo does not hear a
recognizable response within a few seconds, it will prompt the user again. This so-called re-
prompt is sent down to the user at the same time as the original message. This is extremely
useful for offloading information, a sort of “back pocket” information push. For example, the main
response can tell the user core information. If users are familiar with the application, they can
just give the next command. If they aren't, they will probably pause, considering. That's when the
re-prompt kicks in. Designers can include a list of valid next options as the re-prompt which
allows the conversation to flow a bit more naturally.Diminishing detail. Designers can use
patterns to minimize how much detail is needed. Lists are an obvious application of this principle
in which more detail is given about the first element than the later ones. For example, in the José
Fabuloso example, a list of goods for sale is conveyed like this:.. “You can buy 16 tons of
Chemicals for 3000 talents, 8 Textiles for 2000, or 4 Machinery for 1000.” The first phrase
establishes the context, and the other phrases eliminate the extra units to save time.Grammar.
Designers will quickly find that spoken grammar profoundly affects user experience. For
example, incorrectly using the word “is” instead of the word “are” can be jarring. Users seem less
forgiving of audio slipups than written errors. Again, being a strict grammarian can make
programming tedious, but this discipline is necessary for smoothly flowing interactions. A
successful skill is going to be the easiest ones to use naturally. Use ordinals (first, second, third)
and cardinals (one, two, three) in the right places and plurals and singulars
appropriately.Abbreviations. As often as not, abbreviations are not shorter when spoken. N/S is
more confusing when heard as “en slash ess” rather than “north or south”. If you are merely
surfacing written text, you need to pay attention to how information parses. It might be worth
writing a good filter or dictionary to automatically translate abbreviations for audio-friendly
phrases.Story Driven DesignSince the main interaction with an Echo comes in the form of a
dialog – a “conversation” between the user and the device – it is natural to consider basic
design from a story perspective. A project using the Agile methodology might use User Stories,
or one using a more traditional one might use Use Cases. In either case, an interaction with the
skill is captured in the form of a dialog.You don't need to be technical to compose User Stories.
In fact, there is an advantage in not thinking about how easy or difficult it would be to implement
the functionality when composing a User Story. A usability designer or product manager can
think about what the “perfect interaction” would be with your skill. This dialog is written down and



added to the database of stories.It's important to have many stories covering the same
functionality. Unlike a visual GUI, where you have one button that someone can press, audio
functionality may be invoked in several ways from many contexts. Having a good grasp of these
alternate routes early in the design process will clarify the skill’s design needs. It will also reduce
the time and cost of eventual implementation.Here, for example, is a story from the design of the
José Fabuloso space-trading game sample:User: What's on dock today?Echo: There's six tons
of Chemicals for 6127 talents, seven tons of Machinery for 9904 talents, and six other lots.User:
<pause>Echo: Do you want to hear the other lots?User: No.Echo: Is there something specific
you're looking for?User: What's the best place to sell chemicals?Echo: Whitham has an
economy that mostly focuses on raw materials. The median price for Chemicals in Whitham is
1500 talents per ton.User: What about Machinery?Echo: Boston has an economy that mostly
focuses on agriculture. The median price for Machinery in Boston is 1200 talents per ton.User:
Are there any specials?Echo: There are eight tons of stone for 5126 talents. The median price
for Stone in Glastonbury is 6000 talents. So that's a pretty good deal.User: What's the best place
to sell stone?Echo: Boston has an economy that mostly focuses on agriculture. The median
price for Stone in Boston is 750 talents per ton.User: How much money do I have?Echo: You
have 12007 talents.User: Buy stone.Echo: You have bought eight tons of Stone. You have 30
tons of space left in your hold.This design example is meant to show a “perfect interaction,” a
reference standard for the development and implementation of the skill. You will want to keep
such goals in mind as you implement even if you fall short for a specific release. In particular, if
you compare this design example to what was actually implemented in the current release, you
will find significant differences. The important part is to keep the “perfect interaction” in mind as
you work towards future releases.The design example includes quite a few complicated
interactions. We will define a process that allows you to breakdown these interactions into
intents and utterances. For our purposes, an intent is a function defined for your skill. It is the
“what” and “how” performed by the skill. Intents are called by utterances. An utterance maps a
set of spoken words to an intent. Alexa service uses utterances to work out which intent to
invoke.To breakdown your skill’s interactions and utterances, your first step is to tabulate every
user input as an intent. As you tabulate, you will find that elements of the phrase that are
contextual can be separated out. For example, you might breakdown a dialog into the following
dialog elements, which in this case are queries or commands:What's on dock today?No.What's
the best place to sell [chemicals]?What about [machinery]?Are there any specials?What's the
best place to sell [stone]?How much money do I have?Buy [stone].In the next pass, you will
combine separate dialog elements that differ only by their contextual phrases. In the above
example that might result in:What's the best place to sell [chemicals|stone]?After that, you will
group together the dialog elements that are semantically the same (and have the same
contextual phrases) but use different wording. In this example “What's the best place to sell...”
and “What about...” are essentially the same thing.At the end of this process, you should have
reduced your list of dialog elements to the essential intents that are needed to implement a skill



with the specified features. The contextual phrases (aka utterances) become the slots for those
intents.You can generate an utterance file by going back through the stories and entering an
utterance for each unique line. Where you have a few different ways of invoking an intent, and a
few different values for slots, you might consider using a BAF file generator. (This process is
discussed in more detail in the Development section.) You can find a BAF file generator in the
sample section.Also discussed in the Development section, a skill often either consists of
independent commands (stimulus-response design pattern) or else more complex dialog (state
machine design pattern). For the former, you will only need the list of intents. For the latter, you
will need more information to handle the context dependent dialogue.The next step of the
breakdown process is to pass through the stories again. You will look for selections of phrases
where context is established for later use. You are working to identify a set of groups, defined as
the point where context is established to where the context is last used. This is the period that
the given context needs to be maintained for. You will be aiming to table all such groups. In the
above example these phrases form a group:User: What's on dock today?Echo: There's six tons
of Chemicals for 6127 talents, seven tons of Machinery for 9904 talents, and six other lots.User:
<pause>Echo: Do you want to hear the rest of the lots?User: No.When the user invokes the
request for what is on dock, we establish that we have a list of things on the dock. This needs
tracked because when the user says “no” we need to know what they are saying “no” in
response to. There may be many instances in the skill where the user might reply “no.” These
situations have to be handled individually. In this case when the user says “no,” we've finished
that interaction. We do not necessarily need to know they are in that conversational context.Now
that you have a sense of the totality of conversational contexts, you can further analyze these
contexts for the purpose of reduction. Selections of phrases that start with the same intent are
likely to have the same logic associated with them. Not all groups may progress the same way.
But it is important to capture each of these different progresses and to record what criteria go
into deciding which way to progress them.This breakdown process gives a systematic way to
taking a collection of “perfect interactions” and reducing them down to a set of implementable
features.DesigningAspects of Audio DesignCreating the best user experience is one of the
driving areas of competition amongst software developers today. Many teams now have a "UX
designer" who specializes in creating the best possible user interface. However, users interact
with the Echo purely by sound. This is not a user interface that people are very familiar with.
Although there are many web sites on the internet discussing the usability of visual interfaces,
there's almost nothing on audio interfaces.In general, many of the principles of user interface
design hold true, but they apply differently. There are no colors, no icons, no hover help, and not
even really any sound. There is only read text. It can only read text to the user. The fact that the
Echo has this limited functionality makes communication design all the more important.
Designers have to carefully workout how they convey information and capabilities to the
user.Here are some key strategies that seem useful so far:Brevity. It is important to be as brief as
possible. Having a sentence read to you takes time. Having a paragraph read seems – according



to user feedback – interminable. Anything and everything you can do to convey the needed
information as succinctly as possible is worth investing in. For example, many brief interchanges
work better than one long dump of information followed by a long list of options. They are,
however, harder to code.Rely on the re-prompt. If the Echo does not hear a recognizable
response within a few seconds, it will prompt the user again. This so-called re-prompt is sent
down to the user at the same time as the original message. This is extremely useful for
offloading information, a sort of “back pocket” information push. For example, the main response
can tell the user core information. If users are familiar with the application, they can just give the
next command. If they aren't, they will probably pause, considering. That's when the re-prompt
kicks in. Designers can include a list of valid next options as the re-prompt which allows the
conversation to flow a bit more naturally.Diminishing detail. Designers can use patterns to
minimize how much detail is needed. Lists are an obvious application of this principle in which
more detail is given about the first element than the later ones. For example, in the José
Fabuloso example, a list of goods for sale is conveyed like this:.. “You can buy 16 tons of
Chemicals for 3000 talents, 8 Textiles for 2000, or 4 Machinery for 1000.” The first phrase
establishes the context, and the other phrases eliminate the extra units to save time.Grammar.
Designers will quickly find that spoken grammar profoundly affects user experience. For
example, incorrectly using the word “is” instead of the word “are” can be jarring. Users seem less
forgiving of audio slipups than written errors. Again, being a strict grammarian can make
programming tedious, but this discipline is necessary for smoothly flowing interactions. A
successful skill is going to be the easiest ones to use naturally. Use ordinals (first, second, third)
and cardinals (one, two, three) in the right places and plurals and singulars
appropriately.Abbreviations. As often as not, abbreviations are not shorter when spoken. N/S is
more confusing when heard as “en slash ess” rather than “north or south”. If you are merely
surfacing written text, you need to pay attention to how information parses. It might be worth
writing a good filter or dictionary to automatically translate abbreviations for audio-friendly
phrases.Story Driven DesignSince the main interaction with an Echo comes in the form of a
dialog – a “conversation” between the user and the device – it is natural to consider basic
design from a story perspective. A project using the Agile methodology might use User Stories,
or one using a more traditional one might use Use Cases. In either case, an interaction with the
skill is captured in the form of a dialog.You don't need to be technical to compose User Stories.
In fact, there is an advantage in not thinking about how easy or difficult it would be to implement
the functionality when composing a User Story. A usability designer or product manager can
think about what the “perfect interaction” would be with your skill. This dialog is written down and
added to the database of stories.It's important to have many stories covering the same
functionality. Unlike a visual GUI, where you have one button that someone can press, audio
functionality may be invoked in several ways from many contexts. Having a good grasp of these
alternate routes early in the design process will clarify the skill’s design needs. It will also reduce
the time and cost of eventual implementation.Here, for example, is a story from the design of the



José Fabuloso space-trading game sample:User: What's on dock today?Echo: There's six tons
of Chemicals for 6127 talents, seven tons of Machinery for 9904 talents, and six other lots.User:
<pause>Echo: Do you want to hear the other lots?User: No.Echo: Is there something specific
you're looking for?User: What's the best place to sell chemicals?Echo: Whitham has an
economy that mostly focuses on raw materials. The median price for Chemicals in Whitham is
1500 talents per ton.User: What about Machinery?Echo: Boston has an economy that mostly
focuses on agriculture. The median price for Machinery in Boston is 1200 talents per ton.User:
Are there any specials?Echo: There are eight tons of stone for 5126 talents. The median price
for Stone in Glastonbury is 6000 talents. So that's a pretty good deal.User: What's the best place
to sell stone?Echo: Boston has an economy that mostly focuses on agriculture. The median
price for Stone in Boston is 750 talents per ton.User: How much money do I have?Echo: You
have 12007 talents.User: Buy stone.Echo: You have bought eight tons of Stone. You have 30
tons of space left in your hold.This design example is meant to show a “perfect interaction,” a
reference standard for the development and implementation of the skill. You will want to keep
such goals in mind as you implement even if you fall short for a specific release. In particular, if
you compare this design example to what was actually implemented in the current release, you
will find significant differences. The important part is to keep the “perfect interaction” in mind as
you work towards future releases.The design example includes quite a few complicated
interactions. We will define a process that allows you to breakdown these interactions into
intents and utterances. For our purposes, an intent is a function defined for your skill. It is the
“what” and “how” performed by the skill. Intents are called by utterances. An utterance maps a
set of spoken words to an intent. Alexa service uses utterances to work out which intent to
invoke.To breakdown your skill’s interactions and utterances, your first step is to tabulate every
user input as an intent. As you tabulate, you will find that elements of the phrase that are
contextual can be separated out. For example, you might breakdown a dialog into the following
dialog elements, which in this case are queries or commands:What's on dock today?No.What's
the best place to sell [chemicals]?What about [machinery]?Are there any specials?What's the
best place to sell [stone]?How much money do I have?Buy [stone].In the next pass, you will
combine separate dialog elements that differ only by their contextual phrases. In the above
example that might result in:What's the best place to sell [chemicals|stone]?After that, you will
group together the dialog elements that are semantically the same (and have the same
contextual phrases) but use different wording. In this example “What's the best place to sell...”
and “What about...” are essentially the same thing.At the end of this process, you should have
reduced your list of dialog elements to the essential intents that are needed to implement a skill
with the specified features. The contextual phrases (aka utterances) become the slots for those
intents.You can generate an utterance file by going back through the stories and entering an
utterance for each unique line. Where you have a few different ways of invoking an intent, and a
few different values for slots, you might consider using a BAF file generator. (This process is
discussed in more detail in the Development section.) You can find a BAF file generator in the



sample section.Also discussed in the Development section, a skill often either consists of
independent commands (stimulus-response design pattern) or else more complex dialog (state
machine design pattern). For the former, you will only need the list of intents. For the latter, you
will need more information to handle the context dependent dialogue.The next step of the
breakdown process is to pass through the stories again. You will look for selections of phrases
where context is established for later use. You are working to identify a set of groups, defined as
the point where context is established to where the context is last used. This is the period that
the given context needs to be maintained for. You will be aiming to table all such groups. In the
above example these phrases form a group:User: What's on dock today?Echo: There's six tons
of Chemicals for 6127 talents, seven tons of Machinery for 9904 talents, and six other lots.User:
<pause>Echo: Do you want to hear the rest of the lots?User: No.When the user invokes the
request for what is on dock, we establish that we have a list of things on the dock. This needs
tracked because when the user says “no” we need to know what they are saying “no” in
response to. There may be many instances in the skill where the user might reply “no.” These
situations have to be handled individually. In this case when the user says “no,” we've finished
that interaction. We do not necessarily need to know they are in that conversational context.Now
that you have a sense of the totality of conversational contexts, you can further analyze these
contexts for the purpose of reduction. Selections of phrases that start with the same intent are
likely to have the same logic associated with them. Not all groups may progress the same way.
But it is important to capture each of these different progresses and to record what criteria go
into deciding which way to progress them.This breakdown process gives a systematic way to
taking a collection of “perfect interactions” and reducing them down to a set of implementable
features.Usability TestingUsability testing is vital to creating well-working skills. Currently the
Alexa service does not give any information about failed user attempts to invoke the system. So
merely tracking how the skill was used will not tell you all the things users are trying that are not
working.A common practice for assessing usability is to invite a user to try out the application
and observe what happens when they do. Being able to identify what frustrates users or where
they pause can inform developmental course corrections as well as future design. Such user
testing can compensate for developers’ inherent usability blindspots. After all, developers will
have learned to interact with the skill in the pre-determined way. They understand the skill, have
normalized their interactions to what the skill can handle and will not default to unnatural
methods of invocation.Another challenge to usability testing is the relative newness of the vocal
interface. Natural language is difficult to process. Small variances can end up being
unrecognizable. This limitation is especially frustrating for users. As a designer you are only
going to be able to prepare for a limited subset of all available utterances. You really need to
observe user failures to develop your skill to the fullest. And the only way to do that is by
watching them.Fortunately, with a voice app, all you need is a recording. There is no screen,
mouse, keyboard or other variety of input. You can just ask any beta testers you have to hit
“record” on their PC, work with your application, and then submit it later. It is particularly suited to



remote use.Usability TestingUsability testing is vital to creating well-working skills. Currently the
Alexa service does not give any information about failed user attempts to invoke the system. So
merely tracking how the skill was used will not tell you all the things users are trying that are not
working.A common practice for assessing usability is to invite a user to try out the application
and observe what happens when they do. Being able to identify what frustrates users or where
they pause can inform developmental course corrections as well as future design. Such user
testing can compensate for developers’ inherent usability blindspots. After all, developers will
have learned to interact with the skill in the pre-determined way. They understand the skill, have
normalized their interactions to what the skill can handle and will not default to unnatural
methods of invocation.Another challenge to usability testing is the relative newness of the vocal
interface. Natural language is difficult to process. Small variances can end up being
unrecognizable. This limitation is especially frustrating for users. As a designer you are only
going to be able to prepare for a limited subset of all available utterances. You really need to
observe user failures to develop your skill to the fullest. And the only way to do that is by
watching them.Fortunately, with a voice app, all you need is a recording. There is no screen,
mouse, keyboard or other variety of input. You can just ask any beta testers you have to hit
“record” on their PC, work with your application, and then submit it later. It is particularly suited to
remote use.Improving Discoverability in SkillsBecause of the cumbersomeness and linearity of a
pure voice interface, designers need to keep interactions as terse and as to the point as
possible. You have to focus on the information being conveyed. Overly chatty responses are
going to turn off users - who will sit there, tapping their fingers waiting for the message to finish
so they can get on with their next request. Yet, being terse and to the point leaves little
opportunity to inform and educate the user in how to use the skill.Improving Discoverability in
SkillsBecause of the cumbersomeness and linearity of a pure voice interface, designers need to
keep interactions as terse and as to the point as possible. You have to focus on the information
being conveyed. Overly chatty responses are going to turn off users - who will sit there, tapping
their fingers waiting for the message to finish so they can get on with their next request. Yet,
being terse and to the point leaves little opportunity to inform and educate the user in how to use
the skill.
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jlguinn, “The first Amazon Echo/Alexa Skills Development book to Market (that I can find). I am
not far enough along in my own journey to vouch for the code examples included, but after
reading this in one sitting over dinner I do feel much more enlightened and maybe a little less
disoriented. The text, itself, could use another round of editing, but it's worth tolerating some
typos just to know such a book exists this early after the Echo's launch. Keep in mind, the public
announcement of the SDK was literally days ago.Rather than focus on a single component of
Echo programming, the author overviews design, development and testing. The text offers
strategies for approaching the unique user interface that the Echo offers, which is one of only
voice interaction under normal operation. (The author also touches on the potential of
coordinating and synchronizing online web functionality--apart from the companion Echo app).If
you are interested in programming the Amazon Echo, start at http://developer.amazon.com, click
the Alexa category, and be prepared to do a lot of digging. When your eyes start glossing over,
grab a copy of this book and go treat yourself to an enjoyable, enlightening read of original
content that will definitely augment your understanding of what Amazon Echo is capable of, and
what approach you might consider to delving into development of this new technology.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good overview of the general software development environment. For
the professional developer, this is an effective overview of how to create apps that work with
Alexa. The majority of the technical discussion is in Java, focusing on that concern.”

Joseph Di Cicco, “Four Stars. Needs to be updated.”

Michael Watson, “Informative. Informative”

M. Thrift, “Five Stars. Informative”

Patrick Sidnell, “Enjoyed item. Easy reading”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. A OK THANKS”
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